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Rainbow ice cream unicorn party food maker

Courtesy of Cuisinart Sing your next summer soiree with these ice cream makers, recipes and tools. Whether you're having a birthday party or just meeting friends, this old-fashioned ice cream party has it all, even the cherry on top. Credit: Photo Julia Bidwell Get cups prepared in homemade cookies and cake bowls made from muffin
cans and dried beans for weights. Originally published as May 2015 issue of FamilyFun magazine. Advertising Advertising Credit: Photo Julie Bidwell the day before the party, instead of serving ice cream in cupcake inserts. Put them on a tray, cover with plastic wrap and freeze again. When guests arrive, simply set out the scoops and let
people serve themselves. Originally published as May 2015 issue of FamilyFun magazine. Credit: Photo Julie Bidwell No ice cream sundae is complete without hot fudge. For our easy home version, combine 12 ounces of semi-sweet chocolate chips, 3/4 cup cream, and 1 tablespoon of butter in a double boiler. Heat over the smoldering
water, stirring occasionally, until the chocolate dissolves and the mixture is creamy and smooth. Makes 1 1/2 cups. For extra party pizzazz, customize the sauce with a special flavor. Orange: 1 cup hot fondant + 1/2 teaspoon orange extract Mint: 1 cup hot caramel + 1/2 teaspoon peppermint extract Mexican: 1 cup hot fondant + 1/4
teaspoon cinnamon + pinch chipotle chile powder Originally published in the May 2015 issue of FamilyFun magazine. Advertising Credit: Photo Julie Bidwell Making These Carnation Cups is a great pre-party activity for kids. Let them place the glass beads in each bowl, leaving an inch or so of space at the top, then add water. Insert the
carnations and top with the cherry. Originally published as May 2015 issue of FamilyFun magazine. Credit: Julia Bidwell's Photos Set the mood at the party by stringing these colorful staples from the serving table. First, dip the spoons in non-toxic acrylic paint and let the excess drip. Put spoons on a protected surface and sprinkle sprinkle
(fun to say and do). Use glue-backed Velcro to attach dried spoons to the length of rickrack. Spoons look good enough to eat - but don't let the little kids try it! Originally published as May 2015 issue of FamilyFun magazine. Credit: Julia Bidwell's Photo The Cup Station doses guests with a variety of frosting. Pre-measured ice cream and
make-ahead cookie bowls make it easy to serve and clean. Place toppings, such as fruit, candy and sprinkle, in individual bowls. Set the nuts to one side in case guests are allergic. Use a tiered cupcake rack to hold the ice cream cones. Originally published as May 2015 issue of FamilyFun magazine. Advertising Advertising Credit:
Photos of Julie Bidwell Tell Kids Years ago, people who made ice cream sundaes were called sodas. When they stop laughing, let them use crayons, markers and stickers to decorate their own hats in retro style. (We have these amazon.com, 4 for $4.30.) Originally published as May 2015 issue of FamilyFun magazine. Credit: Photo Of
Julia Bidwell After guests fill up with ice cream, test your serving skills with this relay race. Divide players into two teams, each forming a line. Give each player an ice cream cone. In Go, teams pass a small foam ball from one cone to another. If the ball falls, the team has to start over. The first team to hand over the scoop wins. Originally
published as May 2015 issue of FamilyFun magazine. Dan Roberts/Taste HomeIce Cream is one of the simple pleasures of life. Its cool, custard-like sweetness and ability to pair it with virtually any ingredient have made it my longtime go-to dessert. That's why I practically flipped when our Test Kitchen created this four-ingredient recipe to
make homemade ice cream without an ice cream maker. Best part: There are no crazy tricks or expensive gadgets involved. It's just going to take you a freezer and a couple of hours. Hello, new guilty pleasure. Follow these simple steps to make vanilla ice cream from scratch:You will need: 2 cups heavy cream2 cups half-and-a-half
cream1 cup sugar2 teaspoons vanilla extractTime: 3.5 hoursKrop 1: Prep Your PanFreeze empty freezer-safe shallow bowl or pan. We'll × a 13×9-inch pan, but everything stainless steel will work. Avoid glass or any material that may break. Dan Roberts/ Taste HomeStep 2: Mix It Up In a large bowl, stir all the ingredients until the sugar
dissolves. Test Kitchen Tip: For the smoothest texture, make sure the sugar is completely dissolved before you freeze. Dan Roberts/ Taste of HomeStep 3: FreezeTransfer the mixture into a cold pan and hold it back in the freezer, then look back for about 20-30 minutes. As soon as the edges begin to freeze, take out the mixture and beat
it with a hand blender. (You are fully encouraged to sing Michael Jackson's Beat It at this time.) By smashing the ice cream, you will help make it smooth and creamy. You can't beat the mixture too much. Dan Roberts / Taste homestep 4: Back to the freezerPandding the pan in the freezer. Every 30 minutes or so, take her back out and
beat her again. Repeat until it is firmly frozen, usually after four or five stirring. If the ice cream becomes too hard at any time, place it in the refrigerator until it is soft enough to beat, and then continue the process. Once completely frozen, the mixture should be smooth and creamy. Store the ice cream in a covered freezer container until it
is ready to serve. Dan Roberts / Taste of HomeNow that you know the basics, try these over-the-top, Ice Cream Upgrades: Mix in pieces of your favorite candy bars. Drizzle in toppings such as melted caramel, dark chocolate or caramel. Layer the ice cream between two cookies for the final dessert. Take this to the next level with our
recipe for Candy Craze Ice Cream Sandwiches.Add unexpected flavors like chocolate and sriracha or maple syrup and fig. Do you have a desire for more? Find lots of recipes in our collection of 25 Cool Ice Cream Desserts. Skip to the main contentHome Recipes Cooking Style Comfort FoodThe editorial product is independently
selected, although we can be compensated or receive affiliate commissions if you buy something through our links. Ice cream is one of the simple pleasures of life. Its cool, custard sweetness and ability to pair with virtually any frosting. That's why we practically flipped when our Test Kitchen created this four-ingredient recipe to make
homemade ice cream without an ice cream maker. Best part: There are no crazy tricks or expensive gadgets involved. It's just going to take you a freezer and a couple of hours. Hello, new guilty pleasure. Read on to learn how to make homemade ice cream without ice cream. But first, check out our other homemade ice cream recipes.
How to make homemade ice creamThis homemade ice cream recipe is courtesy of taste of home test kitchen. The best part is that you only need four ingredients to whip it up! Ingredients:2 cups heavy whipping cream2 cups half-and-a-half cream1 cup sugar2 teaspoons vanilla extractTools:13×9-inch Pyrex Mr. Big mixerMixing
spoonHand mixerYield: 1-1/4 quartsDirectionsStep 1: Prep Your PanFreze empty freezer-safe bowl or pan. Our test kitchen prefers to use a 13×9-inch Pyrex pan, but nothing stainless steel works well here as well. Step 2: Mix It UpTaste of Home In a large bowl, stir all the ingredients until the sugar dissolves. Test Kitchen Tip: For the
smoothest texture, make sure the sugar is completely dissolved before you freeze. Step 3: FreezeTaste homeMany the mixture into a cold pan and glue it back to the freezer for about 20-30 minutes. At that time, look at the ice cream. As soon as the edges begin to freeze, take out the mixture and beat it with a hand blender. By smashing
the ice cream, you will help make it smooth and creamy. You can't beat the mixture too much. Step 4: Back to the freezerSay the pan in the freezer. Every 30 minutes or so, take it back out and beat the ice cream again. Repeat until it is firmly frozen, usually around four or five stirring sessions. Once frozen, the mixture should be smooth
and creamy. If the ice cream becomes too hard at any time, place it in the refrigerator until it is soft enough to beat, and then continue the process. Store the ice cream in a covered freezer container until it is ready to serve. That's it! How to make homemade ice cream owntucha homenow You know how to make ice cream at home, try
these over-the-top, better-than-shop-bought ice cream upgrades: Mix pieces of your favorite candy bars. Drizzle in toppings such as melted caramel, dark chocolate or caramel. Layer the ice cream between two cookies for the final dessert. Here are our favorite ice cream sandwich combos. Add unexpected flavors such as chocolate and
sriracha or maple syrup and fig. Or add some of these desserts that are even better with a scoop of ice cream. How do you make ice cream smooth? The best way to get your ice cream silky smooth is not to jump on the beating. While you have to stay vigilant for a few hours, beating ice cream every 30 minutes, rather than 45 minutes, is
the whole difference. Can you use milk instead of heavy whipping cream? Technically, yes, you can use ordinary milk instead of heavy whipping cream. But the texture and consistency of your ice cream will definitely change. High fat heavy whipping cream help not only make your ice cream nice and smooth, but also helps stabilize the
texture. So, the less fat your dairy has, the less rich and creamy it will be. Why is my homemade ice cream ice cream? There are several main reasons why your ice cream would be icy. The first is the use of low-fat milk. As mentioned above, fat helps the ice cream stay smooth while it freezes. If there is not enough fat in the ice cream
mixture, ice crystals will form during the freezing process, so you will have an ice ready product. Speaking of ice crystals, not beating ice cream often and thoroughly enough can make your ice cream ice cream. Beating the ice cream properly breaks all the ice crystals that have begun to form and keep them from getting bigger. Another
reason your ice cream might be icy is because it sits in the freezer too long. Just think of the ice cream you get from the store: after being in the freezer for a few weeks, the lid and ice cream are covered with a layer of ice crystals. Prevent this from happening to your home batch by keep it in a shallow bowl and cover the ice cream with a
piece of plastic wrap. The best homemade ice cream makers buy If you make ice cream regularly, it will be worth picking up an ice cream maker. These machines have been recommended by our test kitchen experts, so you know they are worth their price tag. Here are some other ice cream products that you'll want to add to your basket,
too. The Cuisinart ICE-70 ice cream maker comes with three pre-programmed settings that will perfectly spin ice cream, gelato and sorbet. If you prefer ice cream a little firmer or softer, spin times can be set at the touch of a button. For those who own a KitchenAid blender, this ice cream maker side dish is a great choice. The paddle stirs
the ice cream mixture to a perfect consistency, while freeze it. Just double check if you buy the right size for your stand blender. This Breville Smart Scoop ice cream maker makes it easy to customize the texture and consistency of ice cream or gelato with twelve automatic settings. In addition, Smart Scoop comes with a hold setting that
keeps the ice cream in perfect consistency for up to three hours. Do you want more ice cream? Taste HomeI love chocolate, caramel and hazelnuts, so I came up with a recipe that has all three. If you don't have a food processor, place the bark ingredients in a zip-top freezer bag and break with a roller. -Debbie Anderson, Mount Angel,
OregonTaste of HomeWhen I got an ice cream maker, a friend shared her dreamy frosty cheesecake recipe. For guests, I pick it up in a pie shell. -Joan Hallford, North Richland Hills, TexasTaste of HomePineapple, rum and sugar have a long-term and tasty relationship that has a new meaning when you add ginger and butter and turn it
into heat. -Jamie Miller, Maple Grove, MinnesotaTaste of HomeMy family loves frozen treats. With chocolate four ways, this is so beautiful, people think it came from an ice cream shop. -Barbara Carlucci, Orange Park, FloridaTaste of HomeI needed dessert for church groups for Christmas, and snowballs came to mind. For added flavor,
toast the coconut before making these frozen treats. -Nancy Bruce, Big Timber, MTTaste of HomeThree simple ingredients mixed together and spread into a crust graham to make a spell while your freezer does all the work. Prepare this cake ahead and freeze overnight or longer. Feel free to change the fruit if you want! -Debbie
Glasscock, Conway, ArkansasTaste of HomeIs after tasting this taste of the ice cream stand, I tried to duplicate it until it was just right. This blueberry cheesecake ice cream is a hit! -Melissa Symington, Neche, North DakotaTaste from homeIt's easy to mix mini marshmallows, mini chocolate chips and crushed sandwich cookies into coffee
ice cream to create this irresistible frozen dessert. -Cherron Nagel, Columbus, OhioThis beautiful and wonderful dessert has a classic banana split flavor. It's a great, last-minute creamy treat when you just pull it out of the freezer. He always demands praise from our great family. Marye Franzen, Gothenburg, NebraskaUtá about
HomeTruthfully, I want those cozy Flavors of Thanksgiving all year round. This ice cream has the right balance of spices, and no matter when you do, you find yourself surrounded by the warmth and love that pumpkin pie has to offer. -Angie Stewart, Memphis, TennesseeTaste of HomeSugar cone crust makes a cake that tastes like a
birthday cake when you add a colorful, creamy no-bake confetti filling. -Gina Nistico, Taste Home Food EditorChive homeDiving blueberries on our land sparkle Ideas. When my daughter and I made this ice cream at the Girl Guide meeting, it was well received. Even today, our 10 children, 19 grandchildren and 4 great-grandchildren think
it tastes great. -Alma Mosher, Mohannes, New BrunswickTaste from HomeA simple walnut peel and smooth caramel sauce are all the preparations needed for this impressive dessert. Be sure to start doing this at least 12 hours before serving. It will stick in the freezer for a month-just remember to pack tightly so there are no air leaks! Judy Wilson, Sun City West, ArizonaTaste of HomeTo dessert is special enough to make burgers and fries food to remember! It's so tall and nice and just like eating a frozen banana split. Do it in advance to save time. -Joy Collins, Birmingham, AlabamaTaste from HomeMake these baked Alaskas in advance-you can light the finished
desserts and freeze them up to 24 hours before serving. -Kerry Dingwall, Ponte Vedra, FloridaTaste of HomeMy mother passed this old-time recipe on me because she knew I would like to make it. I love desserts- especially this one! -Mary Wright, Morriston, OntarioTaste of HomeO say, can you see this amazing dessert at the next
meeting? I'm doing it up front and keeping it in the freezer, wrapped in foil, for a week or so before serving.-Scarlett Elrod, Newnan, GeorgiaTaste of the HomeMy family loves putting together a taste of good food. While pumpkin is perfect for the holidays, this ice cream dessert is required all year round. I created this huge peanut butter
cookie cake for my husband, adding light and low fat cookie dough products. It was so fantastic that I fixed it with conventional guest ingredients. Since it can be made forward and frozen, it reduces stress for busy hostesses. And really, who doesn't like peanut butter ice cream? -Joann Belack, Bradenton, FloridaTaste from HomeHere is
one of those looks like you're upset about desserts that's so easy it's become the standard for me. I love the mocka version, but pure chocolate lovers may prefer to use chocolate chip ice cream. Cookie bark is a breeze to make. -Debbie Terenzini-Wilkerson, Lusby, MarylandUtucho home We created this ice cream cake to mimic the
popular dessert in many Mexican restaurants without deep frying. It's a no fuss treat that feeds the crowd, and it's comfortably ahead. - Taste Homemade Test KitchenTaste of HomeThey ice cream sandwiches have a little bit of everything in them to satisfy all your cravings. -Lauren Knoelke, Milwaukee, WisconsinChuta of the HomeMy
family and I always try new desserts during the holidays. This one was a clear winner so we are now making it for all occasions! -Patricia Ness, La Mesa, CaliforniaTaste of Home If you are looking for a dessert that is festive, tasty and easy, this is the one for you. Drizzle in hot caramel sauce and packed with nice pieces of peppermint,
Almost tempting treat will have guests asking for seconds. -Pam Lancaster, Willis, VirginiaTaste of HomeMy son always asks for this guilt-free frozen yogurt cake for his birthday. Complete with peanut butter, caramel frosting and nuts, tasty ice cream parlour - good... but it's healthier. -Margaret Hanson-Maddox, Montpelier, IndianaTaste
of HomeThis creamy, seductive ice cream will remind you of the signature treat served in church ice cream social. What dessert could be better? -Esther Johnson, Merrill, Wisconsin-Esther Johnson, Merrill, WisconsinTaste of HomeThis wonderfully light dessert is our standby for Thanksgiving and Christmas. A hint of pumpkin and
refreshing ice cream make the most tasteful after dinner treat. -Gayle Lewis, Yucaipa, CaliforniaTaste from HomeI have taken cherry pie to a whole new level as a frozen treat. With a seductive layer of chocolate caramel inside, this is one impressive pie. -Scarlett Elrod, Newnan, GeorgiaTaste from HomeIn mid-summer, nothing hits the
spot quite like this sublime Key lime dessert. Cold, creamy and cake, it looks like the sun. - Melissa Millwood, Lyman, South CarolinaTaste of HomeYou're tense on time, you can use store-bought cookies, but I highly recommend making these oatmeal chocolate cookies from scratch. Dessert sandwiches are pure fun. Sometimes I
decorate the sides of sandwiches with colorful jimmies, too. -Diane Halferty, Corpus Christi, TexasTaste of HomeYou can use any taste of ice cream in this frosty dessert. Chocolate and vanilla would be an excellent substitute for coffee and dulce de leche. -Scarlett Elrod, Newnan, GeorgiaTaste from HomeThis dessert is an impressive
presentation. Flour tortilly take on the subtle taste of sprinkled cinnamon-sugar, and make a pleasant combination with corn flakes. Everyone likes ice cream for dessert. -Milbert Fichter Pittsburgh, PennsylvaniaTaste of Home Our family loves dessert, and this chocolaty, layered treat is one of mom's most-desired recipes. It's so easy to
prepare this Oreo ice cream cake! -Kimberly Laabs, Hartford, WisconsinChut homepeople will think you've gone to a lot of trouble to make these seductive cakes, but only six ingredients, they're pretty simple to make. Crowd-pleasing dessert will be a hit with any potluck or party. -Anne Powers, Munford, AlabamaTaste of HomeMy mother
liked to make these cool, creamy treats when I was growing up in the United States because they are so quick to fix. Then I made them for my three children.-Sandy Armijo, Naples, ItalyResearch contributed by Caroline Stanko, Taste Home Associate Digital Editor and Peggy Woodward, RDN, Taste Home Food Editor. Originally
published: September 23, 2020 Taste of home is an American #1 cooking magazine. Magazine.
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